


dreams
what about
dreams in a city 

shelved, and packaged
lonely 

in boxes, and buried
insistent

often something else
before 

that dream in a city. 

By Alice renez tAy



When escaping from an alley on fire,
I jump into a truck loaded with dried fruit,

dried dragonflies. 

A twenty-year-old brother is dying
but is left on his deathbed. Reason:

Someone is taking me
on an African grand tour. 

I am sick in one dream. Scribbled
paper napkins come out of  my mouth
and cover the entire swimming pool.

Men suddenly move their heads
the way peacocks forget.

On those high-up taut lines
wooden clothespins are attached.

Arms hang down. The sky
is not isotropic.

A tall man in a fedora
walks a small giraffe back and forth

on the zebra-crossing.

I am one of  the two half-body mannequins.
I am the one whose head is turned away.

I am the one whose nipples are erect.

I dream of  sewing irises, shaped like
the Chinese character ‘heart’, repeatedly,

on my thigh. There is no more skin
but only purple threads.

Midnight. A small black spider emerges
from the glass of  water I’m drinking.

I throw the water onto the wall,
turning the spider into a lobster.

All the women have hair under their armpits.
All the taxis are screwed to the floor.

On a raft behind a mossy pier, an old Gaffer hides,
toothy, in rags. I stand on the edge
of  this elevated bridge, ships, ships

from other worlds, floating towards me.
Tied to the tips of  their masts, babies,

arms fat like stuffed dolls.

By tAmmy ho lAi-ming
dream seQUeNCe 



ObjeCtify me, please ….  
One of  the recurring tropes of  modern society is that we want to be unique, different from 
anyone else. Even if  we ignore the fact that any notion of  difference requires comparison, 
the problem is: if  we were completely different from every other, there would not be any 
society in the first place. The very status of  our selves in, and as, a society rests on similarity.

In itself, this would not be a problem. But, if  we consider the fact that being a hermit isn’t 
quite the life-style for most of  us, you then have to deal with the paradoxical situation of  
wanting to be individual and wanting to be like others at the same time. This is, of  course, 
the hinge around which the capitalist enterprise functions: buy my product so you can be like 
everyone else who wants to be an individual. Unless you are a froth-at-the-mouth Marxist, 
you will not have any issue acknowledging the fact that most of  us are basically fine living 
within this paradoxical paradigm. For, this only suggests that we are not logical beings. 
However, to merely dismiss it at this juncture would completely miss the point.

Since we are approaching a non-logical situation, we have to consider why it still continues 
to haunt us. After all, it is not as if  questions of  identity have disappeared: in many ways as 
modern society develops, the question of  “who am I?” appears with increasing frequency. 
And if  we posit that “who am I?” is both a result and the cause of  the paradox we face (for, 
without the question, the notion of  the individual and one’s relation to society would not 
even exist) this suggests that it resides in the realm of  the imaginary (and all of  psychology, 
and psycho-analysis, remains thankful for this). 

Perhaps then, to begin to address the paradox, we have to first attempt to address the 
question itself. One cannot ignore the fact that “who am I?” is a hermeneutical question; 
even if  it is not limited to one. Thus, it can also take the form of  “what is the meaning of  my 
life?” When someone asks you that, they are not asking for a dictionary definition of  their 
name (particularly if  they are standing on a ledge of  the building). What they are asking is 
how they are significant to you, what they mean to you. In other words, it is the question 
of  “how important am I to others?” Hence, the notion of  “I” is always already intrinsically 
linked to others. This suggests then that it is not a paradoxical situation—in the sense of  the 
self  and others, the individual and society, being antonyms—but rather that the self, “I”, 
and all others are always already a part of  each other. To borrow Jean Luc-Nancy’s elegant 
phrase, the self  is always already singular-plural: without a group, the “I” means nothing—
we are one insofar as we are part of  another, others.

And the only thing that can be simultaneously individual and part of  a collective—itself  
and also part of  a series of  other things—is an object. Perhaps within our obsession with 
discovering “who am I?” lies a secret fantasy: that of  being objectified.

Whenever we consider an object, we have to open the registers of  acquisition, possession, 
and ownership; dirty words in this politically correct age. However, as Danish philosopher, 
and famous morose grouse, Søren Kierkegaard teaches us: ‘“My”—what does this word 
designate? Not what belongs to me, but what I belong to, what contains my whole being, 
which is mine insofar as I belong to it” (The Seducer’s Diary, 146). One can only have an 
object insofar as one also belongs to it—the vase is only yours as you are the one who has 
the vase. And it is this duality that remains crucial to us. For, even as there is a constant duel 
between the “I” and all others, one must never forget that it takes two to duel: without the 
duality there is nothing at all. 

Perhaps though, what remains secret is the precise relation of  this duo. “Who am I?” is 
imaginary as what is being imagined is “I” itself. For, even as we are in a system of  objects, 
there is a part of  us—a who, as it were—that remains unknown in the what. 

And this is the very juncture of  love. For, even as love is an openness to another, the other 
that remains wholly her or him self, there has to be a moment when you can also say that the 
other is yours. This is the very violence inherent in love: when you utter “I love you” you are 
selecting one from every other. And it is this that Marilyn Manson captures perfectly: “I can’t 
sleep till I devour you” (Devour). More than that, you are inflicting this selection regardless 
of  the will of  the other person: for, each utterance happens at a singular moment, one where 
you have no idea how the other feels. At the moment of  the utterance, the other remains a 
complete enigma.

To love someone, (s)he as to be consumed by you. But in that moment of  consumption, you 
are also eaten. This is why you fall in love: at the point when Cupid’s arrow strikes, you also 
momentarily cease. 

Love: a coming together of  two beings that are unknown to each other. 
Separate—and together. 
One insofar as part of  another. 

The very question at the core of  our beings—“who am I?”—is a question of  our significance 
to others. It is also an appeal to be chosen, to be special, even though we are every other, the 
same in a series of  others. To be loved. 

It is a plea to be an object.

By Jeremy FernAndo



Those ordinary experiences
Those ordinary images
Rushing into 
My nocturnal, one woman’s space by accident
Turning themselves to arabesque words 
Of intertwined floral, foliate, and geometric figures
Shapes of a crimson cloudscape 
Wine-red time machine bringing me to roses in December
Where you made love to me   
I told you that we tasted like sea  
In that summer place stirred by 
The hours of lightness, Room No. 1989

We talked silly languages like lovers do
We felt mad feelings lovers feel
Love didn’t change us into great poets
Pronouncing arabesque words 
Of intertwined floral, foliate, and geometric figures
I felt you felt drunk
I felt you felt loved 
For the first time in your young-old breathing 
In your breath, I reached out to feel distant crimson clouds 
To catch our feather-white time machine 
We are gamblers who know failure when we see it  
And we failed
In that summer place stirred by
The hours of lightness, Room No. 1989

Then suddenly 
Drip, drip, drip, dark red, dark thick
I awoke to the sap of Life
Salty, crimson iron rain during the hours of lightness and carnage
Tender, durable paradox sea I tasted on my lips
I tasted your departed breath:
I’m no longer in your poem
You are no longer in my dream

On June 4, ROOm nO. 1989 
(A somewhat dream interpretation) By Julie o’yAng

FAlling /empty Kingdom, painting by Julie O’Yang, Chinese ink on canvas



Speaker: I do not deserve the honor, nor respect to address the future. The respect 
I receive constantly is, no doubt, heart warming. I have been called upon to speak 
about something you breathe, that is, dreams, and as the future youth, you are 
perfectly equipped to hear it. I will not read my speech, though I am sure it is a good 
one had I written it. I will only read a poem from a man I’ve run into on occasion.

Worm oF the Future

you were never in my dreams
or this is a dream
society—certainly 
there is a pointedness in you, 
because I am on a bridge looking

i see the torso, with arms
his pants flat onion stems
you see, he drags himself
across the sidewalk
in true filth
he has a pace like a heartbeat
this torso on the ground...
you see, he cannot even look at me
for i just passed him by
every day of the week this week.

and you, you eating fried chicken for breakfast
and you, you drinking from green straws

there is a huge poster
the letters spelt from a large intestine
a potato print
he smiles, smiles and his eyes are buried in the light of his smile
in the way of his smile
as if the sun was bursting his tongue, and he held it in
he wears the MBA tie, a suit
behind him are still, scum ponds
and giant flotillas
regal zones, no one swims

only smiles may reach it

as a younger man
i found a bunny
because i hit it with my car tire
the bunny began to drag itself
and was my boot mighty
his flat legs
bedazzled with gravel
as if fried
and testing myself
did not hesitate to send him off
one of those nights
when misty rain
paints headlights
my figure in the act was seen i’m sure

this was not a bridle path
and perhaps you know where you are going?

at any rate, some of you look at me
because you met my father
who
you met from the 
wings of a pigeon
who was sure it could
cross an ocean
you—looking asking the question
 to someone walking inside
 of me—as you are walking
 and the, the directive is the 
 purpose of a passing stab

there was a set of eyes with eves
vacancies in them, in what was capturing
as the meaning of the look,
in this how we will see the future
or by the future
past this fatherly gossip in the look
for certain
supine malleability
has nothing to do with this
for that is cheer and brilliance
of love
to tell you something
i could not escape 
as much as that man whom all of us 
step on toward the future
for he’s already a worm
draggin himself in the dirt, already on his way.

address tO the 33rd fUtUre yOUth 
Of thailaNd CONveNtiON
By A. StAley groveS



 ‘Then the eyes of both of them were opened, and they realised they were naked; 
so they sewed fig leaves together and made coverings for themselves.’
– Genesis 3:7 

It seems, at the first instance, that the awakened couple were caught in a frivolous, forbidden 
tryst. The gaze, as the site of explicit awareness, barges in and makes the leaves they sewed 
no different from the sheets pulled up by the adulterous lovers in modern cinema, who are 
rudely discovered in their fit of passion. Much has been written and even politicised about the 
aftermath, but as the posthumanists would have it, this is neither an innocent return nor a 
pre-discursive recourse to the Garden of Eden. The politics of identity can only proceed from 
the bitten fruit; any attempt to restore things to their pristine order is but a forlorn dream.

But the dream, in all its questionable Freudian glory, remains. It continues to haunt the 
path out of the garden, with spectres whispering it was more than blindness which covered 
us, before we were open to our ‘own’ bare, naked, basic image. Like Alice in the nefarious 
Wonderland, we are seduced by the rabbit, even though it is as indifferent to us as it is 
immersed in its own frenzy (it is late, but time is irrelevant). If indeed, we remain drawn to 
the ‘rabbit’ in our dream, let us then learn to repeat it, even if repeating would eventually 
empty it of its appearance, bringing us back to that moment of blindness… 

‘In the beginning, God created the heavens and the earth. Now the earth was formless 
and empty, darkness was over the surface of the deep, and the Spirit of God was 
hovering over the waters.’
– Genesis 1: 1-2

 Creation in the Judeo-Christian tradition has long been regarded as an act of design 
upon a primordial canvas, an abstraction built over an untamed universe. No divine being 
would claim responsibility for this chaos, or desire the permanence of such a potential. The 
demiurge, in all benevolence, arrives only to instil coherence through creation. However, 
the recognition of such formlessness, its language and even sense, is mentioned after the 
divine act of creation, making the externality of disorder highly suspect. If one assumes 
order, but not chaos is from the divine, then the existence of chaos in the beginning becomes 
an irreducible necessity – non-being is the cause for being. Instead, chaos is recognised 
through the mark of creation, for it is creation which sets the oppositions upon one another. 
Chaos is made possible with the enunciation of order, just as the sacred gains its power by 
acknowledging the profane. 

Our dreams do not hide the traumatic origin of the Unconscious; the Unconscious, along with 
all its charms is written in our dreaming. The ‘divine’ hand, in its ambivalence, continues 
to fascinate us, to lead us out of blind slumber into lucid dreaming, for if it was ‘undeferred 
logos’, or pure conscious meaning, it would not seduce or lead us astray (Derrida, Plato’s 
Pharmacy). We are like the ancients, who worshipped the full moon in the night sky but knew 
not that its light was borrowed from the sun. Try as they may, they would never be able to 
gaze upon it, because the sun restores blindness the very moment it is within sight.
 
‘So God created man in his own image, in the image of God he created him; 
male and female he created them.’ – Genesis 1:27

 Self-identity is as much the gathering of signifiers from dust as it is the object of 
individuality. To be made ‘in the image’ denotes a function as embodied signifiers, even as 
this particular objectification of the image continues to fascinate and perturb us. Images also 
became the bane of the Iconoclasts, who in a bid to experience the ‘pure and intelligible idea 
of God’, sought to be exorcised from the power of the image. What exacerbated their paranoia 
was not the falsehood of the image, for religion could prove tolerable if it was merely a form of 
distorted truth. Rather, it was because the image was masking non-reality, that ‘God himself 
has ever only ever been his own simulacrum’ (Baudrillard, Simulations). 

This marks the play of appearances in the conception and creation of humanity. We were not 
made after God insofar as the singularity of the Divine cannot be repeated, but merely after an 
image, which spontaneously leads to proliferation with the words ‘be fruitful and increase in 
number, fill the earth and subdue it.’ Signifiers, like a virus, do not have an undifferentiated 
point of origin. They carry traces of information they do not recognise—all they can ever 
achieve is to be in relation and in replication of one another. And is not the creative act, 
in setting apart the human from nature, in displacing the soul from the body an invasive 
parasitism as well? It can be argued on this premise that the image was never within the 
traditional concept of the soul, but an anthropocentric animation of lifeless dust. The Self is 
a virus that can only disavow itself in repetition.

 ‘“You will not surely die,” the serpent said to the woman. For God knows that 
when you eat of it your eyes will be opened, and you will be like God, 
knowing good and evil”’ – Genesis 3:6

 So it follows that the woman, in a straightforward correspondence of truth, saw that 
the fruit was good and pleasing to the eye. The fruit seemed to be as the serpent described—an 
object of desire. It might be possible for the woman to not act on desire, but where would she 
go if there was no gratification, if she was inevitably drawn to the object, absorbed into this 
very discourse of truth? It is not that the woman was actually deceived, since as it turns out 
the dream did arrive at its end when they ate of the fruit. Rather, she consented to the game, 
to carry on the appearance in offering the fruit as a gift to the man. The serpent is silent the 
moment she eats, because that is when she takes its voice and assumes it. There is no need for 
her to convince the man to partake of the fruit; seduction has reversed all allusions to truth, to 
certainty, to masculine depth itself (Baudrillard, Seduction). Upon this fertilisation of truth, 
sleep ends, bringing to light the good and evil as they know it. The feminine is never seduced, 
for she is always between the voice of desire and power, in a space where the performance of 
these differences takes place, all in the guise of truth, of bringing it into consciousness, or—if 
one prefers—conscious representation.

 It is here that we awake to our nakedness, but nakedness has always been with us. 
The gaze only makes us aware of that. It exposes us to the fact of nothing, of absence in 
exchange. The fruit was not an object masking a profound reality; it simply showed us that 
there was nothing apart from the simulation of reality. The bitten fruit simply confirms that. 
Its correspondence to truth made us believe and seduced us into this reversibility, that there 
was more than just our nakedness when the latter was all we are made of. So let us put on 
some clothes and walk bravely on. After all, there isn’t really anything else to see but our own 
bodies, is there?

 And the ineffable taste of forbidden fruit lingers on…

Of rUde awakeNiNgs
By Joel gn



Cartwheels turning uptown, by doors of warm eyes
Staring ribboned arches on loops and flutters
Signs only point, warm turn taking off in buried shifts
The ages contest on settled sons who would
Only cast each turn as short as startles can carry
More. More controls of load and landing
Skipper takes stage left, pricking ears to a frayed linen
And more, much left to run the piping dry
Such winded depths are a cause for troubled rest
But so too the morning’s secrecies
How far can the hands reach in? How tight the grasp?
Till it flows. Upwards as certainty parses
Threads on the sheets gives way to the utterance 
Of the cobbled many. Who lays this side of the
Angled holstery; who assembles the felt needs
Of the meddled few. These strains calls
Forth the west-bound harp snitches of
A celebrated warmth. A textiled nursing of
Allayed smokememory. Assigned parcels
And so passes the rolls of uptown cartwheels
Hours displaced upon hours on each turn upwards
Line, thread. Invitations to tea
Twinnings and silver plates. Tables for tanned
Elbows. How hard had they driven; how harm’s
Length hounded the highroad venture, forcing sighs
That recent memory can only address. Damp
Surroundings are an easy answer to the strides
Outward-here. Can sally comeward attend to
The stilled sheets under which length-bound
Tangled-tot come hussle forth? Skipper takes the left
This night the doors of warm eyes remain
Drenched with the naked anguish of generations
Of the driven. Whose hopping bags holds
Up the sky’s share of the starry eyed ribbon gasps
For enough to reach the end of another side
Of a deep, gruelling stained call to hussle forth
Who’s left is left in need, in ankle deep
Step wheels, raking defied yard work, heading
Height-ward. Go within blinking distance from
The shared symptoms of ribbon loop
This band is your sand, this hand is your stand
So the next day’s planned concessions
Let go of pan dust gathered against withdrawn
Efforts. Plain sight portending the degrees
Of enveloping figurations one to every
Tanned elbow and broad shoulder burdened
With the load of answer and belief
As horsemen pass by scattering the season’s
Blind dust for the early call to muster
Musts up the modest clearing with murmurs
To stir the humanity off the earth of deposited
Pleasantries. Ablemen and their worthies
Take heart to every accumulated sense
And interest in the blessed return to
Wish making. The night saw off the rest that
The fitful can find scarce in the deep-scented
Deep-land that must now count as settled
Redress. Crossroads are so founded
In the venerable age, by the venerable
Bodyside, the worshipful take heart in the blessed
Return. To wish, to heal, to prayer, to the
Word of a winded thread upon to hang every
Utterance of civil obedience. Fervour is faint
Determinant but gives to the seeing
Eye the reverie of a poet’s clear breath and
Silent counting of the beat steps towards the
Imagined hooftaps of distant invitations
Can the sink light for once provide the useable
Words of fateful apprehension? Who sought the
Kissing bay left of the half-tracked stamping
Line, invites the heart-plaids of the sole
Tethered stand man. Hurtled onwards to
The marrow of the morning might. Had the brush
Strokes arrived earlier, the scheme would yet
Weather down to the prayerful tears of
The hand clasped stone catchers who coat
The rich earth’s manners with far more than
Weariness. Blue clouds, the days ahead will
Roll onwards, heaven by. The sixth prayer
Not to be found. The ardour of obedience claims
Admission to the persistent front end
Where all is wonder, want not more than
Lofty strides among the streaming tea tide
Prayer for prayer, accuracy’s demands count many
To exclude those who have fallen deep into the
Spell of words, seeds and pollen grain aloft
Pitch, trunk and wide arms. Skyward, all seem
All seeing, all introspection, all oddly
Calmed despite the horror of hope destining
Divining from castaway pebbled path of knee high
Supplicating. Knowing depth of the valleys of
Survival at the edge of the earth’s conceit and rhyme
Nothing holds still beyond the line. Nothing and
Everything biding pulse for pulse, shattering the
Din of the key of night. Of completed eagerness
To please the shrine and keeper, gate and key
All, all who seek this night and moons to come
Cast not shadow cast not stony fitless stare
Of those there, and all absent, sent inwards
Staring ribboned arches by the door of warmed eyes.
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我不相信天是蓝的，
我不相信雷的回声，
我不相信梦是假的，
我不相信死无报应。 -- 北岛. “回答”

shallOwbreath
By lim lee ching



mUsiC dreams
soundcloud.com/debbchia/one-imperative-music-dreams

By debbie chiA 


